
Question: 

Are the TENGA 3D Series Reusable? 

Answer:  

 

If you wash both sides, this product can be re-used. Proper maintenance will give the TENGA 3D up 

to 50 times usability so please try out our various lubricants. *Re-usage limit may differ according to 

methods of use. 

 

Question: 

Are the TENGA 3D Series electronic? 

Answer:  

 

No. Please use the products manually. 

 

Question: 

Is there a lube included with the product? 

Answer:  

 

There is a one-use amount of Hole Lotion Real (Red) enclose with the product. We recommend this 

lubricant for use with TENGA 3D. *You may also use any other TENGA lotion to lubricate the product 

Question: 

Where should I apply the lube? 

Answer:  

 

Please lubricate the insertion hole and the insides of the product. 

 

Question: 

There was a black plastic disk when I opened the product, what is this? 

Answer:  

 

The disk is a transport anchor, please dispose of it. Please also dispose of the polystyrene in wrapped 

around the stand as it is also a transport anchor. 

Question: 

How should I wash this product? 

Answer:  

 

1. How to wash: 



While inverting the Tenga 3-D under running water, please wash off all remaining liquid. You 

may use body soup but please refrain from using any soup with high acid or alkaline content 

as they may erode the elastomeric material. 

 

2. How to dry: 

Please wipe off any excess water from both sides of the product and stand the TENGA 3D - 

details facing out - halfway along the stand to dry. 

 

3. How to stall: 

Once dry, place the TENGA 3D all the way down the stand and place the cover. Store in a 

cool, dry place away from direct sunlight 

Question: 

Can I use the reverse side? 

Answer:  

 

Please do not use the reverse side as it is not designed for this purpose. 

 

Question: 

Can I cool the product in the refrigerator before use? 

Answer:  

 

Refrigeration and freezing of the product can cause damage to the material, please do not cool the 

product. Store at room temperature. 

 

Question: 

When I opened the product, there was white powder around the product, is it defective? 

Answer:  

 

This is just powder finish of the product exterior. This has no effect on the quality of the product. 

 

Question: 

There are different designs - what are the differences between them? 

Answer:  

 

As the TENGA 3D is inverted upon use, each different design creates a different sensation. Please 

choose the one which most suits you. 

 

Question: 

How do I use the tray? 

Answer:  

 



If you stand the elastomeric gel on the tray, you may free your hands to wipe off any remaining 

lubricant from your body. 

 

Question: 

Please tell me the insertion size and properties of the TENGA 3D Series? 

Answer:  

 

Stretchable Material - below sizes are minimum sizes. 

Insertion Depth: Approx. 13cm* 

Insertion Width: Approx. 4cm* 

Sample Lubricant Included 

*Product stretches to accommodate almost any size. 

 

Question: 

What are the TENGA 3D Series products made from? 

Answer:  

 

Tray & Stand: ABS 

Internal Sleeve: Ag Antibacterial Elastomer 

Lubricant: See HOLE LOTION [Real] Page 

 

 


